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This bulletin is written primarily for the Boys' 
and Girls' Corn Clubs. It contains, however, in
formation of interest and value to anyone growing 
corn, and for this reason it will be put out as a 
regular Extension Bulletin on corn and sent to the 
corn club me~mbers of the state. 

Colorado Corn Problems 
Corn is now commencing to receive the attention that is due it. 

There is an ever increasing demand among the farmers to obtain 
pure seed of adapted varieties. The counties that are farthest along 
in this respect are Boulder, Logan and Otero. 

The Minnesota 13 corn is in greater demand this year than ever 
before. Variety tests have been carried on and are now being car
ried on in fifteen counties in the State of Colorado. These tests are 
made to show the variety which is best adapted to the different 
communities, also to give instruction in the different types of ear to 
select and to promote field selection of seed corn in the fall. 

There were 956,371 acres of corn planted in the State of Colorado 
for all purposes in 1919. Of this amount, 671,000 acres were harvested 
for grain compared ·with 610,000 acres harvested in 1918. The 
average yield in 1919 was 16.7 bushels per acre compared with 17.5 
bushels in 1918. This was caused by unfavorable weather condi
tions during the season of 1919. The total production of corn in the 
state was 15,958,457 bushels compared with 11,067,000 bushels for 
1918. Even with the bad years the production of corn is on the 
incre·ase in Colorado. 

The Colorado Cooperating Crop Reporting Service at Denver, 
estimates that 94,196 acres of corn were cut for silage. There are 
nearly 4,000 silos in the state. Corn is far more extensively used 
for silage than any other crop. The average yield per acre for the 
whole United States for the season of 1919 was 28.6 bushels. 

PLANTING, CULTIVATING, SELECTION AND CARE OF SEED 
CORN 

First, we want to know all about the corn plant itself. A typical 
corn plant may be divided into three parts as follows: (1) the root 
system, (2) the vegetative part consisting of stalk and leaves and 
(3) the ear. 
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The general duties of the roots are to absorb water and plant food 
materials from the soil to feed the plant. The plant takes up the 
plant food materials in the form of a solution. 

The stem and leaves have three general duties. First, to take 
up the minerals which are gathered by the roots in the form of a 
solution. The leaves evaporate the water from the minerals. The 
green cells in the plant colored by a substance called Chlorophyll, 
with the aid of sunlight, manufactures the minerals and other 
substances into food for the plant. This process is carried on until 
the ear of corn is matured. The second duty of the stem and leaves 
is to extract the carbon dioxide from the air and use it in manu
facturing its food. 

The root system is more extensive than is commonly supposed. 
Corn roots often spread four to six feet outward and from six to 
eight feet deep. When this is understood it will often help us in 
the cultivation of the plant. These roots are essential to the life of 
the plant and if they are cut by the cultivator the growth is hindered 
and production is decreased in proportion. The development of the 
roots is rapid and by the time the corn plants are knee high the 
roots have spread downward and outward across the rows. After 
the first cultivation the tillage should be shallow. 

Let us take up the corn plant from the time of planting until 
the grain is harvested and put away for the winter. 

The dry seed is in the dormant state and will stay in that 
condition until proper conditions for germination are present. In 
this dormant state the germ is a miniature plant. With proper 
conditions the tiny plant will sprout and the corn plant will develop. 

The conditions for the germination of the seed are as follows : 
First, there must be plenty of moisture so the seed can secure all it 
will absorb. Second, there must be air present. If the soil is compact 
or water logged the seed will rot in the ground. This necessitates 
the making of a good seed bed. Third, there must be heat to germi
nate the seed. A temperature of from 70 to 80 degrees is most favor
able. However, corn will germinate at a lower temperature. 

The endosperm or starchy material of the kernel of corn is the 
reserve food which is stored up for the use of the plant until the 
roots can develop and the sprout is above the ground and leaves 
have formed. This necessitates a good healthy kernel. A shrunken 
kernel has not the food stored that a plump kernel has and a weak 
spindly plant develops like a runty pig. It never gets the growth 
nor develops the ear that the strong healthy kernel does. A poor 
start is had and with unfavorable conditions a barren stalk will 
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develop. We grow a corn plant principally to produce an ear and 
if no ear develops we are wasting our time and energy. 

The plant pathologists have made some findings in regard to 
disease and bacteria often causing barren stalks. So it is very 
essential to select seed away from barren or diseased stalks. 

Soil for Corn-Corn is sometimes called a coarse feeder owing 
to its liking a rich soil. Land can hardly be made too rich for corn 
where there is plenty of moisture to carry on the proper growth. 
On a rich soil it will grow· rapidly and produce a large stalk and 
good ear, providing it has enough moisture. A rich, sandy soil is 
usually considered the best for producing corn in the drier sections 
of Colorado. A heavy soil requires more moisture. A sandy soil will 
give up more of its moisture to the plant. It also allows for earlier 
planting due to its warming up more rapidly in the spring than the 
heavier soils. 

Plenty of humus is essential to the good growth of the corn plant. 
Corn responds to manure and where it has been worked thoroughly 
into the soil it creates a good physical condition of the soil. Our 
Colorado soils are lacking in humus. 

Selection of Variety-It is essential that we select a variety that 
is adapted to the climatic conditions under which the corn will have 
to grow. In Colorado the seasons are usually short and conditions 
are not always the best for growing corn so an early maturing 
variety should be selected in most cases. Where the proper amount 
of water can be obtained for irrigation and the proper climatic 
conditions are present for even a short period of the growing sea
son, a later maturing variety may produce the largest yield of both 
fodder and grain. This condition is present in parts of the irrigated 
section. Just as large a corn and as heavy yielding corn as the 
growing season and climatic conditions will permit should be se
lected. lf only ten tons of silage and fifty bushels of grain will 
mature, that is the variety to select. 

Some varieties of corn, like breeds of horses, will only get so 
large and produce a certain amount of forage no matter how favor
able the conditions. We are wasting our time and energy in grow
ing a smaller variety of corn where a larger and heavier yielding 
corn will grow and mature ears. The selection of a good variety is 
most important. 

Time to Plant--The time to plant corn is after there is no danger 
of a frost. We should get our corn in as early as possible, providing 
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the soil is warm en<:mgh to sprout the seed and insure a rapid and 
uniform growth of the plant. This will be about May 15 for most 
localities. 

Preparation of the Seed Bed-In the dry regions and under dry 
farming conditions, the lister frequently gives good results. The 
lister puts the corn down to moist soil. The roots grow deeper and 
are better braced. Cultivation can be carried on with less danger 
of injuring the root system. But it must be remembered that corn 
planted with the lister develops more slowly and matures later than 
surface planted corn. Accordingly, there are many dry land situa
tions where surface planting will be necessary because of the effect 
of listing on the retardation of maturity. Sandy lands and localities 
where the seasons are naturally long are adapted for the use of the 
lister. The heavier lands which naturally mature their crops slowly 
should never be listed. The lister should not be used in localities 
where the season is naturally short. For such localities and for 
such soils surface planting only should be used because surface 
planted corn matures in a shorter season than listed corn. 

On some lands where the season is too short or the land too 
heavy for the use of the lister, it is sometimes possi15le to get the 
advantages of the listed furrow ·without retarding maturity as much 
as the lister naturally retards it. 'rhis may be accomplished under 
such conditions by plowing the land, preparing it into a well worked 
seed bed, and then using furrow openers on the corn planter. The 

U. S. Selection 133 grown by corn club member 
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furrow openers easily open up furrows six inches in depth. This 
method will give some of the advantages of listing and at the same 
time corn will mature earlier than where the lister is used. 

In many localities the only method of planting which should be 
considered is surface planting on land which has been plowed or 
land which has been leveled down after middle busting. There are 
many localities where land cannot be fall plowed or safely spring 
plowed on account of the danger of damage from winds blowing 
the soils. Soil blowing in such cases can usually be controlled by 
listing in the fall and breaking the middles out with the lister in 
the spring. The surface may be leveled down to a seed bed just 
previous to planting time. This method will in such cases take the 
place of plowing. 

Rate of Planting-A very common mistake is in planting corn 
too thickly. In the dry farming sections, from twenty to 
twenty-four inches should be the distance between hills and even 
thirty inches apart if a high percentage of germination is obtained 
by the germination test. Yields are more often cut by planting too 
thickly than by planting too thinly. Corn requires a large amount. 
of moisture and if it is planted too thickly there is not enough 
moisture to carry the growth on rapidly and nubbins are produced 
instead of good ears. J:i.,our pounds will plant an acre with grains 
twenty-two inches apart. 

In many dry land sections there is not moisture enough to 
mature a crop of corn when the corn is planted the normal width 
between rows. In such regions it is often advisable to plant the 
corn the same distance apart in the rows and double the width be
tween rows. For instance, if the normal width between rows is 
three and one-half feet, the double width would be seven feet. In 
very dry years or in very dry locations this method of planting will 
give a larger yield than the closer planting. In normal good years 
it will give approximately three-fourths as much grain as the 
regular method of planting. The space between the rows can be 
kept free from weeds by various tillage implements. The two-horse 
disk harrow works very nicely. Wheat planted in these wide spaces 
between the rows will do only slightly less well than on summer 
fallowed land. 

A well prepared seed bed is essential. Corn responds to a good 
seed bed more than any other crop. I . .iist deep in the fall where the 
ground is level and where washing will not be caused by heavy rains. 
Work the ridges down early in the spring and then relist or surface 
plant. Fall listing and splitting the ridges is often practiced. The 
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essential thing is getting a good friable firm seed bed and allowing 
no weeds to grow to take moisture out of the soil. The method 
usually practised in the locality by the best farmers is a very safe 
guide. 

Cultivation-In the cultivation of corn the two essentials are 
keeping down weeds and conserving soil~moisture. Here lies the 
difficulty. To keep down the weeds it is often necessary to plow 
deeply and this destroys soil moisture. It is best to get the weeds 
as they are just starting, and before deep cultivation is necessary. 
The harrow may be used when the corn is small. The lister culti
vator is a very good implement to use on listed corn, throwing the 
soil away from the plant when the plants are small and throwing 
the soil back .around the plants after they are larger. Afterwards 
the six-shovel cultivator is commonly used. 

A few years ago the common method was to create a dust-mulch, 

After growing corn for two years, Stanley 
Mitchel won the grand championship last year 
on his crate and ten ear exhibits. He also won a 
trip to the International Stock Show at Chicago 
on his corn grown during 1919. He again won 
first in the club and open classes at State Fair 

in 1920 
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but it has been found that when the ground is left in a good state of 
cultivation it is better than the dust-mulch. A good, friable soil 
will take up the moisture and let it down around the roots of the 
plants, while a dust-mulch will be packed hard by a heavy rain and 
the water will run off instead of going into the ground. 

1\tJ:ake the cultivation as shallow as possible to kill the weeds and 
leave the ground in a good state of tilth. Cultivation also liberates 
plant food by allowing the air to circulate thru the ground. 

Selection of Seed-After the corn is "laid by," field-selection of 
the seed is the next thing that should be done. There are several 
reasons for this. 

The early selection allows one to select early-maturing ears. 
This in itself is worth all the effort it costs to select from the field. 

Second, the field selected seed is much more apt to have a high 
germination test than any other corn. This is caused by getting it 
husked and out of the way of an occasional rain and freeze. A 
large number of the ears point upward even after maturity. This 
allows rain to filter in next to the ear and swells the grain. Then, 
if a freeze comes, the germination is sure to be injured. 

Third, field-seleetion allows one to select the ear from a stalk that 
stands up well and is vigorous. A stalk of corn injured by smut is a 
poor place to select a seed ear, or a stalk standing next to a smutted 
ear, as such a stalk is very likely to contain smut spores. Early 
maturity is a thing that we are all working for in Colorado. This 
character can only be obtained by selecting from the field. 

Fourth, type is another thing to select for. Get the county agent, 
your club leader, your father, or anyone who knows the type to 
select to show you what type you are trying to select. 

Select three or four times as many ears as you will want for seed. 
Then reselect out of this for your own seed. Get ears with just as 
much corn on as you can. Remember that the straight row is an 
indication of breeding in most varieties. Get an ear that is well filled 
out in the middle. We call it constitution in an animal. It denotes 
the same thing in an ear of corn. 

The highest producing ear is not always the nicest looking ear. 
There is such a thing as getting an ear too fine or too coarse. The 
ears that are too fine have not the stamina and producing power 
of the bigger and coarser ear, but the coarser ear is likely to he a 
late maturing ear. When planting corn we want corn that is hard 
and well matured. We do not want a lot of soft corn that will 
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mold as soon as it is put in the crib. Neither do we want a corn that 
looks nice but does not yield well. The ear-to-row method of breed
ing is the only way to tell which ear belongs to a high yielding 
strain of corn. This must necessarily be left to the corn breeder 
who is making a business of producing a large amount of seed corn 
and selling at a high price, and to the Agricultural College and the 
Experiment Stations. 

The best method is to select an ear from a vigorous stalk that 
shows plenty of vitality, early maturity, and as large a size as the 
climatic conditions will allow, providing we do not get a large 
corn which has a high percentage of cob and a low percentage of 
grain, unless the variety is a large cobbed variety. We want as 
much grain and ·weig·ht as we can get on our seed ear. This will in
variably bring us back to type. Types of corn have been selected· 

Drying rack for seed corn made of two pieces of 2x6 
Iutnber and old lath 
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for these characteristics. So a good method to follow is to stick to 
the type of ear your variety calls for. 

There are other methods of selecting seed corn but field-selection 
has so many advantages that it should be practiced vvhenever 
possible. 

The next best method is to select as you are husking the corn. 
Simply fix up a box on the side of the wagon bed and put the good 
ears of corn in the box as you come to them. If you must of necessity 
select from the crib the weight of the ear should come into con
sideration. There are a large number of ears that look exceptionally 
good but they are light. These ears should be thrown out. They do 
not make a good germination and usually develop a weak stalk of 
corn. A weak, spindly stalk in the spring usually means a barren 
stalk at husking time. 

Storage of Seed-The storage of the seed comes next. There 
are many different methods of storage. The main thing to remember 
is to store where it is dry and the air can circulate about the ears. 
The ears can be hung up by the use of binding twine. They can be 
laid up in the attic or the husks can be tied together and hung up in 
bunches on the rafters. There are patent seed corn racks, but with 
a hammer and nails you can make a rack either by driving nails 
thru a board with the sharp end out and simply stick the cob on the 
nail, or by making a permanent rack that you can lay the ears on in 
layers. 

A good crate 9 inches wide, 10% inches high and. 
21 inches long can be made out of lath and apple 

box ends 
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After the seed is selected, if you are growing the corn in com
petition, all the corn should be fully mature before it is husked 
and weighed. Corn can be matured as well in the shock as it can 
standing in the field and by doing this you save the fodder. 

Keep Seed Pure-After getting a pure variety of corn it should 
be kept pure. Corn will cross-pollinate as far as a half mile in 
parts of Colorado. So the seed plot must be kept away from other 
corn or all the selection you can use will do little good. Corn does 
not commonly cross-pollinate over two to three hundred yards, but 
when conditions are just right it is possible to cross-pollinate farther 
than this. 

If there is more than one variety of corn grown on the place it 
is necessary to put some small grain in between the corn fields or the 
corn is sure to mix. This does not always show up the same year it 
is cross-pollinated but it always shows up the succeeding year. 

Corn Judging and Picking Show Corn-The object of corn judg
ing used to be to determine the corn of highest quality for feeding 
or for market and was consequently the most profitable to grow. 
Now we are adding to that the corn that shows indications of making 
a high yield. The only way this can be determined is by a field 

Home-made devices for curing seed corn. Simple, inexpensive, but very efficient 
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test but the characteristics in the comparative score card following 
are meant to help to determine this. A sample of corn that will 
take first under the following comparison will have a tendency to 
make a high yield. 

The old score card has been used for many years. It is hard for 
the younger boys to understand. Professor Marshall of the Colorado 
Agricultural College has worked out a comparative score card which 
is much easier to understand and impresses the different points of a 
good sample of corn on the student's mind. vVith this method, to do 
good judging, the samples of corn must be compared with each 
other and this is done by taking the standard of perfection as was 
used in the old score cards and instead of giving ten points to uni
formity vYe now compare all five samples and give the most uniform 
sample No. 1, the next; No. 2, etc., and take up the other points in 
the same way. This is much easier and much more interesting, for 
the student is now working with five or ten samples instead of one, 
and in this respect he has a better chance to base his comparisons 
and gain more accuracy in his placings. 

SCORE CARD 
Exhibition Numbers . "'."' ............ 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Trueness to Type ................... 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Uniformity ... ' ... "' ................ 4 1 5 2 6 3 
1\iaturity ............................ 3 2 5 1 6 4 
Weight of Ear ..................... 2 3 4 1 5 6 
Shane of Ear ....................... 4 1 3 2 5 6 
Kernel-uniformity .. "' ............... 3 2 4 1 5 6 
Kernel-shape ..................... 3 1 5 2 4 6 
Spacing between rows ............... 2 1 4 3 5 6 
Spacings between kernels and cob .... 3 2 6 1 5 4 
Color of Grain ..................... 3 1 4 2 5 6 
Color of Cob ........................ 1 2 4 3 5 6 

-
Total ........................... 29 18 45 19 52 54 

3rd 1st 4th 2nd 5th 6th 

The ears having the fewest number of points should be placed 
first, the next fewest number of points taking second and so on until 
the five samples have been placed. 

HOW TO STUDY AND APPLY THE SCORE CARD 

Trueness to Type-The ten ears of the exhibit should conform to 
and possess the variety characteristics, each ear being true to the 
variety which it represents, in size, shape, color, indentation of ker
nel, and size and shape of kernel. If the exhibit is judged in general 
classes then the prevailing type should be considered standard. 
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Uniformity of the Exhibit-The ears should present a uniform 
appearance in. shape, length, and circumference. This may not 
necessarily mean that the ldnd of shape be taken into consideration. 
The individual shape may be poor but if they are uniform one must 
give them a placing accordingly. The length may be too long or 
too short but if they are all the same length they are uniform in 
this respect. The circumference may be too small or too large but 
if all are the same they must be first in this respect. An irregular 
exhibit lacking in uniformity shows a poor selection. A simple way 
to decide the plaeing for uniformity is to place all the uniform 
ears together .and then decide what place to give them and the ones 
that lack uniformity. 

Maturity-Ears should be well matured, sound, dry, and in good 
seed condition ; the kernels should be bright and fresh, showing 
strong vitality and being capable of producing strong, vigorous 
growth and yield. 

Weight of the Ear--The weight of the ear is a good indication of 
the characters desired in a good sample of corn. A good, solid, 

Typical ears of Reed's Yellow Dent, Iowa Silver Mine and 
Minnesota 13 
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heavy ear indicates a strong vigorous kernel with good feeding value. 
The light, chaffy ears indicate poor vitality and immaturity. A 
heavy sar will usually be full in the middle ; this shows constitution 
and vigor, and a good proportion of the ear will be grain. 

Shape of the Ear-In general the shape should be cylindrical, 
carrying a proportional circumference from butt to tip, with a 
proper portion of circumference to length, being full and strong 
in the middle. The shape of the ear will vary with the variety~ 
For instance, the shape of Minnesota 13 is cylindrical while Swadley 
is more tapering. 

Kernel Uniformity-The size, shape and color of the kernel in all 
the ears should be the same. This feature is quite essential to se
curing uniformity in dropping with the planter, and consequently 
essential to a good stand. Uniformity of kernel should not only 
be in shape and size but uniformity in color and indentation and 
trueness to variety type. To examine for kernel uniformity take out 
two kernels in the middle of each ear and lay them in front of the 
individual ears. By comparison one can tell which kernels are the 
more uniform in the sample. 

Kernel Shape-The shape of the kernel will vary with the variety: 
However, the kernels should be wedge-shaped so that the edges touch 
from tip to crown. They should be full and strong at the tips, 
having strong germs. 

Showing proper uniformity for show exhibits 
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Space Between Rows-This is an indication of shallow kernels 
and a small percentage of grain to cob. The rows should fit up 
closely together. This varies in degree with the variety of corn. 

Space Between Kernels at Cob-To examine the space between 
kernels at cob, take out several kernels in the middle of the ear 
and examine the space between the tips of the kernels in the un
disturbed row where they join the cob. Space between the kernels 
where they join the cob is very objectionable because it denotes im
maturity, weak constitution and poor feeding value. 

Color of Grain-The kernels of an ear of corn should be free 
from mixture and true to variety color. In judging for color, an 
exhibit with a yellow kernel on a white variety, or a white kernel 
on a yellow variety should be placed down. This shows that the 
corn has been grown too near another variety and cross-pollination 
has taken place. 

Color of Cob-A yellow strain of corn should have a red cob. A 
white strain should have a white cob. This is a general rule but 
there are some exceptions. For instance, the St. Charles White has 
a red cob. In a variety that normally has the white corn with a 
white cob, an ear in the exhibit with a red cob would cause the judge 
to place this exhibit last in this respect. The same thing would occur 
in the yellow variety with a white cob in the exhibit. 

Acknowledgments are made to Prof. Alvin Kezer for his helpful 
criticism and assistance, to Prof. J. D. Marshall for his assistance 
with the score card. 
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